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THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES OF ECONOMIC INTEGRATION MEXICO-CUBA  

Suárez Galindo Maydel L.1, Erquizio Espinal Oscar A.2 

 

Abstract: The bilateral relations between Mexico and Cuba have been characterized during 

time by strong diplomatic, economic, historical and cultural ties. Both nations are located 

very close geographically sharing, along with the United States of America, the waters of the 

Gulf of Mexico. This work has as its fundamental objective to analyze from the theoretical 

point of view, the economic integration through trade and direct foreign investment between 

Mexico and Cuba. Although it cannot properly still of a solid economic integration between 

these nations, in recent years both countries have taken firm steps in terms of economic 

collaboration. Currently, they have signed an economic complementation agreement within 

the framework of ALADI, but: Can it be affirmed that trade and direct foreign investment 

between them generate economic integration? In this sense, a review of the different 

theoretical currents about integration is carried out to identify which are applied to the 

specific case of the research problem posed; helping to explain the economic ties between 

both countries from an integrative perspective. First, the conceptual foundations of the theory 

of integration are addressed, starting from the classical postulates developed in the first half 

of the last century to the most recent trends and processes carried out, especially in Latin 

America. The connection of international trade theory with that of economic integration is 

also deepened, which can be fruitful in order to distinguish the approaches of the neoclassical 

theory of international trade and that of economic integration closer to the theories of 

heterodox economic development. As an aspect of great interest, the theoretical bases of 

direct foreign investment are analyzed, given its potential capacity to accelerate or 

complement an integrating scheme. In conclusion, some brief considerations of everything 

that has been discussed are presented. 
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